PROFIT WORKS
Unravel complexity.
Increase productivity.
Maximize your company's potential.
End entitlement.

ALEX
FREYTAG
} Speaker
} Certified EOS Implementer®
} Author, Vision Works
} Co-author, Profit Works

Alex co-founded the first EOS
conference which is now attended by
over 2,000 participants worldwide.

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
ABOUT ALEX'S KEYNOTES:
"Best speaker we've had to
date - fresh ideas that are in
touch with business today."
"Alex is invaluable!

Walked

away feeling more focused on
our vision, where we want to

ALEX FREYTAG
Alex Freytag provides keynotes and workshops for
entrepreneurs and executives who need a simple way of
operating that helps leadership teams clarify, simplify, and
achieve their vision. Alex has led more than 700 full-day EOS®
sessions with over 150 companies.
The product of an entrepreneurial household, Alex has spent
much of his business experience focused on his passion for
being a Hero to entrepreneurs. Between selling handmade
James Dean t-shirts out of his locker in high school, to
becoming a Certified EOS Implementer®, he ran or helped run
four
growing
businesses
before
discovering
the
Entrepreneurial Operating System® (EOS).

be, and what we need to do to
get there. Gifted! Magical!!"
"Best session of the day for me.
Bring Alex back every year!!"

PRESENTATION SUMMARY
PROFIT WORKS
Unravel complexity.
Increase productivity.
Maximize your company’s potential.
End entitlement.
Profit works for everyone: stakeholders, owners, and employees. It is
the score at the end of the game. Discover how to maximize profit and
help everyone win — especially you.
Does the money you spend change employee behavior?
Do you have a bonus/entitlement program?
Do you want your employees to earn more when they help increase
profits?

DURING THIS PRESENTATION/WORKSHOP, YOU
Vision Works helps business owners discover
a plan for leading to gain more control in
their businesses, experience more traction,
and overcome the incredible challenge of
engaging their employees in a shared vision.
Profit Works helps companies discover how
to create a simple and effective incentive plan
with practical engagement tools.

BOOK ALEX TODAY!

alex@profitworksllc.com
Profitworksllc.com/alex-freytag

WILL LEARN:
} Tension Tools™ to increase productivity and accountability
} Why and how to teach financial tools to your employees
} How to effectively reward employees
} 5 key fundamental principles and 6 common mistakes
} Incentive plan design and payout options
Many organizations do not have enough tension or positive
pressure. Some go too far; most, not far enough. Learn how to
put a simple system in place to change behavior, activate an
earning mindset, and maximize your company’s potential.

